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Cloud Storage as you have never seen it

Cloud Storage Expert

Cloud Gateway LTFS

The next generation Hybrid Cloud Storage
platform for data protection

At StorEasy we provide a completely new Cloud Storage Service that integrates smoothly
with on-premise infrastructure without changing either the applications or the way users
access them.

The service relies on StorEasy’s innovative LTFS Cloud Gateway technology to simultaneously make two identical copies of data generated by users and applications, one on a secure Linear Tape File System (LTFS) local
archive and the other in the cloud.
The hybrid architecture uses different storage tiers to ensure high performance and security and extremely low
operating costs compared with traditional disk-based storage systems.
The architecture is made up of flash memory for the front-end and a compact LTO library as back-end. This secure
and highly resilient environment requires no separate data protection backup procedures.

The StorEasy LTFS Cloud Gateway Solution offers:

Multiple copies of the data in the cloud and on a
secure LTFS as NAS local archive.

Massive writing and reading of data, in the order
of TBs, rapidly to local archive and subsequently
(via programmable policies) to the cloud.

Physical migration of media/data to the StorEasy cloud and put online quickly after reception
at our data center (within 24 hours).

3-2-1 data protection (three copies of the data,
two on different storage technologies, one in
the cloud).
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The StorEasy LTFS Cloud Gateway Solution guarantees access
to previously archived data even if a cloud connection is unavailable

The LTFS Cloud Gateway solution makes
two identical and simultaneous copies of
data produced by users and applications,
one on a local archive and the other in the
StorEasy cloud.

When an application or a user requests
data that has been migrated and archived
to the StorEasy cloud, it is immediately restored to its original location completely
automatically and transparently.

Should a connection be unavailable, or, if
rapid high capacity reading / writing is essential, users can directly access the local
LTFS as NAS archive integrated inside the
Gateway.

We guarantee the migration of data in LTFS format and its availability online
within 24 hours of reception at our data centers,
without any limit for the capacity!

The LTFS Cloud Gateway solution also allows clients to
copy/migrate their data very quickly from on-premise
infrastructure to the StorEasy cloud through LTO/LTFS
media.
We guarantee its availability online within 24 hours
of reception at our data centers.
From an operating standpoint, data moved to the cloud
is accessible and shareable just like a traditional Windows folder or Linux mount point directory, depending
on the client’s needs or operating system.
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LTO technology – unparalleled reliability, capacity and performance
Data is written to the StorEasy LTFS Cloud Gateway immediately with no difference in performance to enterprise
class NAS systems. Whether single drive or tape library, LTO technology in fact plays an important role in mediumand long-term data conservation.
Data archived on LTO tapes for periods of over 30 years support a million recordings and 20,000 writing cycles per
tape, and an MTBF (mean time between failures) of 250,000 hours at a 100% duty cycle.
A single LTO-8 tape offers 12TB of native capacity, 30TB compressed.
This means a native data transfer rate of 360MB/second, through to 900MB/second compressed, while a 15,000
rpm SAS hard disk offers a write transfer rate of only 148MB/second.

Extraordinary longevity
Besides the undoubted economic benefits of this technology for medium- and long-term archiving, a tape archive
offers extraordinary longevity; it is possible to archive data securely for years or even decades. We guarantee the
duration of the data for a period of 30 years if conserved in a controlled temperature (20°C) and humidity environment.
In addition to the manufacturers’ guarantee of the integrity of data archived, the StorEasy Cloud Gateway offers
further levels of control against damage, wear and tear or corruption of the magnetic support. Data integrity is
controlled by scheduled scans/validation of each file memorized on the LTO/LTFS media.

Cost/Benefit Analysis of a Tape as NAS solution compared with
traditional disk-based archiving
The StorEasy LTFS Cloud Gateway solution provides a secure, reliable and economic technology that can store
data for a period of up to years or decades, an elastic memory that can be used to store unlimited quantities of
data at a fraction of the cost, whether in terms of capacity (TB/€) or operating costs (power, cooling, maintenance,
management and duration), of any storage technology available on the market today.
•

Capacity/Cost: 26/30 times less than Disk Array

•

TCO: 50-290 times less than Disk Array

•

Conservation: 20-30 years per tape archive

•

Error Rate: 10,000 times less than Hard Disks (SATA)

•

Costs: 3-5 times lower to realize a D/R site
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Linear Tape File System (LTFS) – ISO/IEC 20919:2016 Standard
The LTFS format used to record the LTO media is ISO/IEC 20919:2016 compliant, a standard that guarantees the
interchangeability of media among various operating systems (Windows, Linux, Unix and MAC). The solution handles the importation of LTFS file systems created outside the main archive, for example, by a remote site that has
adopted the same standard.
LTO/LTFS media can be imported/exported for:
Massive transfer of data between different remote sites. Data recorded on LTO/LTFS media
can be migrated and copied to the LTFS Cloud
Gateway and then made available for reuse.

Conservation in the LTFS Cloud Gateway as an
independent element of the archive itself. In the
same way, LTFS media created inside the LTFS
Cloud Gateway environment can be exported to
other sites.

The most significant feature of the LTFS ISO/IEC 20919:2016 standard is the ability to move recorded media between different operating systems, applications and platforms, allowing us to use the tape to all intents and purposes
like a traditional disk or USB flash drive.
Transparency is so complete that you can drag and drop files from folders in the archive to tape and vice versa,
using standard commands.
Using simple policies that include a range of file properties, such as creation date, last access, file owner, size,
format and last edit, you can migrate and archive files from on-premise storage infrastructure to the cloud and at
the same time to the local LTFS Cloud Gateway archive.
The migration and archiving process is completely transparent to applications, the network and to users. Even
though the files (metadata) continue to appear in the original directory from which they were removed, their content is simultaneously archived and protected in the cloud and the local gateway.
The files migrated and archived in the cloud reappear in real time in their original position when requested by
users or applications. If users need to read or archive a large quantity of data rapidly, they can access it directly
in the local archive.
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Archival data protection that goes beyond market standards
The LTFS Cloud Gateway protects the data through multiple copies in the local archive and in the StorEasy cloud
to be used in the event of a disaster. If a copy of the data in the tape library becomes illegible for whatever reason,
the second or third copy of the damaged file is automatically retrieved and used.

MULTIPLE COPIES

The Media Copy function creates an identical
copy of the data in the tape library. It runs as
soon as the tape (media) you wish to duplicate
is full. Normally these copies are subsequently exported from the library and stored in a
safe place. Remember that the StorEasy cloud
always contains several copies (scheduled) of
the same data.

Incremental Copies

The Incremental Copy function writes to the secondary copy at pre-established intervals; this
is particularly useful in the case of high capacity
media like the LTO-8 where copying an entire
tape can be a particularly lengthy process. As
with Media Copy, the copies can be exported
when the tapes are full.

Multiple Incremental Copies

The Multi Incremental Copy function works in
the same way as Incremental Copy, but in this
case makes several incremental copies in the
tape library in rotation. This offers a further level of protection, and the copies can be exported frequently to reduce the risk in the event of
disaster.

Data conservation policies

To prevent archived files being deleted or
overwritten in error, the solution supports retention management which locks all files and
their metadata as read-only.
Once the retention period has expired, the data
and associated metadata can be eliminated or
switched to read/write. Based on the client’s archiving criteria, a range of conservation periods
can be adopted to create volumes/folders associated with each set of cartridges. For example,
a retention period of 2 years can be set for one
set of cartridges, while another has a retention
period of 10 years. The same (or another) retention period can be specified for the data archived in the cloud.
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WORM technology

WORM technology can archive data in
non-rewritable, non-erasable format. Using
this technique, recorded data can no longer be
overwritten, modified and/or manipulated. The
WORM protection process offered by StorEasy
complies with the strictest national and international regulations covering sensitive data archiving, document management, electronic record
storage and log file archiving.
The solution guarantees secure and lasting validity of archived data that is binding on third parties thanks to full compliance with the requisites
of law. A retention period is established for each
volume. Depending on the specific needs, this
period can be set to expire after a certain number of months or years, or never for permanent
retention.

Protection

The data stored in the local archive is protected
from ransomware, malware, viruses, trojans
and worms because the information is only virtually online; in reality the data is archived in
multiple copies on secure physical LTO supports (in LTFS format) offline in the tape library. As a
further guarantee, security copies can be made
outside the tape library. The data will continue
to appear as if it were still present in the original
volume/folder (the LTFS Cloud Gateway appears and behaves exactly like a traditional NAS).
Remember that besides the LTO media present
onsite (tape library), we have further security copies in the StorEasy cloud. As a further level of
protection the solution also manages LTO media in Write-Once Read-Many (WORM) format.

Encryption

Copies of the tapes may be exported from the
tape library and used for illicit purposes; to prevent unauthorized access to the information
the data can be encrypted. In this way the cassettes can only be read by those who possess
the correct decryption key. The solution uses
the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), one of
the most popular and secure cryptography algorithms on the market. AES is impregnable to
attack, and it is no accident that this is the standard chosen by governments, banks and high
security systems worldwide.
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